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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a torque limiter.

Description of the Background Art

[0002] A torque limiter applied to a display base com-
prising a driving source turning a display screen portion
and a transmission gear portion for transmitting the driv-
ing force of the driving source to a turning portion is know
in general, as disclosed in Japanese Patent Laying-Open
Nos. 7-190083 (1995), 2004-360809, and 6-11016
(1994), for example.
[0003] The aforementioned Japanese Patent Laying-
Open No. 7-190083 discloses a torque limiter comprising
a rotating member (second member) having a contact
surface in a rotational direction and rotating integrally with
a shaft, a driving gear plate having a contact surface at
a position to be opposed to the contact surface of the
rotating member and provided coaxially rotatably with
the rotating member, a pressure spring (helical compres-
sion spring), a press plate urged by the pressure spring,
an adjusting ring for adjusting the pressing force of the
pressure spring and two slide plates held between the
rotating member, the driving gear plate and the press
plate respectively. In this torque limiter, a driving torque
of the driving gear plate adjusted to a prescribed value
is transmitted to the rotating member through the slide
plate held between the driving gear plate and the rotating
member with the pressing force of the pressure spring
(helical compression spring) and rotation of the driving
gear plate is not transmitted to the rotating member by
slip of the slide plates at a constant driving torque or more.
[0004] The aforementioned Japanese Patent Laying-
Open No. 2004-360809 discloses a gear with a torque
limiter comprising two major-diametral gear and minor-
diametral gear receiving a rotating shaft and so provided
as to be opposed to each other, four steel balls rotatably
arranged in the major-diametral gear, two friction discs
holding the four steel balls therebetween from both sides
of the major-diametral gear, and a spring engaging the
minor-diametral gear with one of the friction discs of the
major-diametral gear to allow transmission of the driving
torque and elastically urging the minor-diametral gear to
the major-diametral gear. In this gear with a torque limiter,
the driving torque of the minor-diametral gear adjusted
to a prescribed value is transmitted to the major-diametral
gear through the two friction disc with the pressing force
of the spring, while, when at a constant driving torque or
more, rotation (driving torque) of the minor-diametral
gear is not transmitted to the major-diametral gear by slip
of the friction disc closer to the minor-diametral gear due
to rotation of the four steel balls.
[0005] The aforementioned Japanese Patent Laying-
Open No. 6-11016 discloses a torque limiter (viscous
joint) comprising a minor-diametral gear (driving gear)
directly connected with an impeller, a major-diametral
gear (driven gear) having a storage portion (viscous fluid

chamber) rotatably storing the impeller of the minor-di-
ametral gear therein, viscous fluid sealed in the storage
portion of the major-diametral gear with a mounting side
plate fitted with an O-ring. In the viscous joint described
in this Japanese Patent Laying-Open No. 6-11016, the
impeller rotated with rotation of the minor-diametral gear
(driving gear) causes swirling current in the viscous fluid
of the major-diametral gear (driven gear), whereby the
major-diametral gear is driven following rotation of the
impeller through prescribed driving torque.
[0006] However, the conventional torque limiter pro-
posed in the aforementioned Japanese Patent Laying-
Open No. 7-190083 must be provided with a large
number of members such as the adjusting ring for pro-
viding constant urging force to the pressure spring or the
press plate urging the pressing force of the pressure
spring. Therefore, in a case where the torque limiter de-
scribed in Japanese Patent Laying-Open No. 7-190083
is applied to a base of display (liquid crystal display, for
example) comprising a driving source turning a display
screen portion and a transmission gear portion for trans-
mitting the driving force of the driving source to a turning
portion, the number of components of the transmission
gear portion is disadvantageously increased.
[0007] The conventional torque limiter (gear with a
torque limiter) proposed in the aforementioned Japanese
Patent Laying-Open No. 2004-360809 must be provided
with a large number of members such as the four steel
balls rotatably arranged inside the major-diametral gear
and the two friction disc holding the four steel balls from
the both side of the major-diametral gear. Therefore, in
a case where the gear with a torque limiter described in
Japanese Patent Laying-Open No. 2004-360809 is ap-
plied to a base of display (liquid crystal display, for ex-
ample) comprising a driving source turning a display
screen portion and a transmission gear portion for trans-
mitting the driving force of the driving source to a turning
portion, the number of components of the transmission
gear portion is disadvantageously increased.
[0008] The conventional torque limiter (viscous joint)
proposed in the aforementioned Japanese Patent Lay-
ing-Open No. 6-11016 must be provided with a large
number of members such as the viscous fluid, the O-ring
for sealing the viscous fluid in the storage portion and
the mounting side plate fitted with the O-ring. Therefore,
in a case where the viscous joint described in Japanese
Patent Laying-Open No. 6-11016 is applied to a base of
display (liquid crystal display, for example) comprising a
driving source turning a display screen portion and a
transmission gear portion for transmitting the driving
force of the driving source to a turning portion, the number
of components of the transmission gear portion is disad-
vantageously increased.
[0009] JP-A-10-014170 discloses a torque limiter hav-
ing a first rotary member with a plurality of axially extend-
ing parallel elastic shaft parts and a second rotary mem-
ber with an insertion hole into which a elastic shaft part
fits. A ring like member then presses the elastic shaft part
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against the second rotary member to provide friction fit-
ting.
[0010] EP-A-1542458 discloses a portion adjusting
mechanism for a display screen in which the drive for
adjusting the position of the display screen has a rotation-
speed adjusting mechanism to reduce the speed of ro-
tating of the screen relative to the drive.
[0011] According to a first aspect of the invention there
is provided a torque limiter comprising:

a first rotating member integrally provided with a plu-
rality of support sections formed concentrically with
a rotational axis;
a second rotating member fitted onto outer periph-
eral surfaces of said support sections of said first
rotating member; and
a spring member pressing said support sections
against said second rotating/member by being
press-fitted into inner peripheral surfaces of said
support sections of said first rotating member;
wherein:

said first rotating member integrally includes
seat portions for holding said spring member,
places between said plurality of support sections
of said first rotating member wherein said seat
portions are respectively provided apart from
said plurality of support sections.

[0012] According to this structure, the seat portions in-
hibit the spring member from moving to the second side
and hence the spring member can be reliably arranged
on the inner peripheral surfaces of the support sections
of the first rotating member.
[0013] As hereinabove described, the torque limiter
according to the present invention comprises the first ro-
tating member integrally provided with the plurality of
support sections formed concentrically with the rotational
axis, the second rotating member fitted onto the outer
peripheral surfaces of the support sections of the first
rotating member, and the spring member pressing the
support sections against the second rotating member by
being press-fitted into the inner peripheral surfaces of
the support sections of the first rotating member, whereby
the driving torque responsive to the pressure contact
force by the spring member can be transmitted from the
second rotating member to the first rotating member
while bringing the outer peripheral surfaces of the support
sections of the first rotating member and the inner pe-
ripheral surfaces of the second rotating member into di-
rect surface contact with each other. Thus, the number
of components can be inhibited from increase dissimilarly
to a structure of a torque limiter interposing a plurality of
friction discs or a plurality of steel balls in addition to ro-
tating members such as a first rotating member and a
second rotating member.
[0014] In the aforementioned torque limiter according
to the invention, the spring member is preferably an an-

nular coil spring, and the spring member is preferably
press-fitted into the inner peripheral surfaces of the sup-
port sections of the first rotating member in a state where
the diameter of a coil is contracted from an unloaded
state. According to this structure, pressing force for ex-
panding the support sections of the first rotating member
outward can be easily obtained through restoring force
(elastic energy) restoring the shape of the spring from a
state where the coil spring is press-fitted into the inner
peripheral surfaces of the support sections of the first
rotating member into the unloaded state.
[0015] In the aforementioned torque limiter according
to the invention, forward ends of the support sections of
the first rotating member preferably integrally include
stop portions for inhibiting the second rotating member
from slipping off to a first side. According to this structure,
the stop portions of the first rotating member come into
contact with the second rotating member and hence the
second rotating member can be easily inhibited from slip-
ping off from the first rotating member to the first side of
the second rotating member also when the second ro-
tating member rotates at prescribed driving torque or
more and slips on the outer peripheral surfaces of the
support sections of the first rotating member.
[0016] In the aforementioned torque limiter according
to the invention, the first rotating member preferably in-
tegrally includes stop sections for inhibiting the second
rotating member from slipping off to a second side, pro-
vided between the plurality of support sections of the first
rotating member. According to this structure, the stop
sections of the first rotating member come into contact
with the second rotating member and hence the second
rotating member can be easily inhibited from slipping off
from the first rotating member to the second side of the
second rotating member also when the second rotating
member rotates at prescribed driving torque or more and
slips on the outer peripheral surfaces of the support sec-
tions of the first rotating member.
[0017] In the aforementioned torque limiter according
to the invention, the first rotating member preferably in-
tegrally includes stop portions for inhibiting the second
rotating member from slipping off to a first side, provided
on forward ends of the support sections of the first rotating
member, and stop sections for inhibiting the second ro-
tating member from slipping off to a second side, provided
between the plurality of support sections of the first ro-
tating member, and the stop portions and the stop sec-
tions are preferably so arranged as to hold the second
rotating member therebetween from above and below
along a rotational axis direction of the second rotating
member. According to this structure, the second rotating
member can be reliably rotatably held on the outer pe-
ripheral surfaces of the support sections of the first ro-
tating member with the plurality of stop portions and stop
sections.
[0018] In the aforementioned torque limiter according
to the invention, the first rotating member preferably in-
tegrally includes projecting portions for inhibiting the
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spring member from slipping off to a first side, provided
on forward ends of the inner peripheral surface of the
support sections of the first rotating member. According
to this structure, the projecting portions of the first rotating
member inhibit the spring member from moving to the
first side and hence the spring member can be easily
inhibited from slipping off from the inner peripheral sur-
faces of the support sections of the first rotating member
to the first side.
[0019] In the aforementioned torque limiter according
to the invention, the first rotating member preferably in-
tegrally includes projecting portions for inhibiting the
spring member from slipping off to a first side, provided
on forward ends of the inner peripheral surfaces of the
support sections of the first rotating member, and seat
portions for holding the spring member, and the project-
ing portions and the seat portions are preferably so ar-
ranged as to hold the spring member therebetween from
above and below. According to this structure, the spring
member can be reliably held on the inner peripheral sur-
faces of the support sections of the first rotating member
with the plurality of projecting portions and seat portions.
[0020] In the aforementioned torque limiter according
to the invention, the first rotating member preferably in-
tegrally includes stop sections for inhibiting the second
rotating member from slipping off to a second side and
seat portions for holding the spring member, and a plu-
rality of the support sections of the first rotating member
are preferably concentrically arranged at prescribed an-
gle intervals, and the stop sections and the seat portions
are preferably alternately provided between the support
sections. According to this structure, the first rotating
member is integrally provided with the support sections,
the stop sections and the seat portions concentrically
having different functions respectively and hence the first
rotating member can stably arrange the second rotating
member and the spring member.
[0021] In the aforementioned torque limiter according
to the invention, the first rotating member preferably in-
tegrally includes a driven gear portion, and the second
rotating member preferably integrally includes a drive
gear portion. According to this structure, driving torque
transmitted to the second rotating member can be easily
transmitted from the first rotating member to other rotat-
ing member with the gear portion.
[0022] A display base comprises a driving source turn-
ing a display screen portion, and a transmission gear
portion for transmitting driving force of the driving source
to a turning portion, wherein the transmission gear por-
tion includes a torque limiter having a driven gear mem-
ber integrally provided with a plurality of support sections
formed concentrically with rotational axis, a drive gear
member fitted onto outer peripheral surfaces of the sup-
port sections of the driven gear member, and a spring
member pressing the support sections against the drive
gear member by being press-fitted into inner peripheral
surfaces of the support sections of the driven gear mem-
ber.

[0023] In the display base as hereinabove described,
the transmission gear portion includes the torque limiter
constituted by three members of the driven gear member
integrally provided with the plurality of support sections
formed concentrically with the rotational axis, the drive
gear member fitted onto the outer peripheral surfaces of
the support sections of the driven gear member, and the
spring member press-fitted into the inner peripheral sur-
faces of the support sections of the driven gear and press-
ing the support sections against the drive gear member,
whereby the driving torque responsive to the pressure
contact force by the spring member can be transmitted
from the drive gear member to the driven gear member
while bringing the outer peripheral surfaces of the support
sections of the driven gear member and the inner periph-
eral surface of the drive gear member into direct surface
contact with each other. Thus, the number of components
can be inhibited from increase dissimilarly to a structure
including a transmission gear portion having a torque lim-
iter interposing a plurality of friction discs or a plurality of
steel balls in addition to gear members such as a drive
gear and a driven gear.
[0024] In the aforementioned display base, the spring
member constituting the torque limiter is preferably an
annular coil spring, and the spring member is preferably
press-fitted into the inner peripheral surfaces of the sup-
port sections of the driven gear member in a state where
the diameter of a coil is contracted from an unloaded
state. According to this structure, pressing force for ex-
panding the support sections of the driven gear member
outward can be easily obtained through restoring force
(elastic energy) restoring the shape of the spring from a
state where the coil spring is press-fitted into the inner
peripheral surfaces of the support sections of the driven
gear member into the unloaded state.
[0025] In the aforementioned display base, forward
ends of the support sections of the driven gear member
constituting the torque limiter preferably integrally include
stop portions for inhibiting the drive gear member from
slipping off to a first side. According to this structure, the
stop portions of the driven gear member come into con-
tact with the drive gear member and hence the drive gear
member can be easily inhibited from slipping off from the
driven gear member to the first side of the drive gear
member also when the drive gear member rotates at pre-
scribed driving torque or more and slips on the outer pe-
ripheral surfaces of the support sections of the driven
gear member.
[0026] In the aforementioned display base, the driven
gear member constituting the torque limiter preferably
integrally includes stop sections for inhibiting the drive
gear member from slipping off to a second side, provided
between the plurality of support sections of the driven
gear member. According to this structure, the driven gear
member integrally includes stop sections for inhibiting
the drive gear member from slipping off to a second side,
provided between the plurality of support sections of the
driven gear member. According to this structure, the stop
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sections of the driven gear member come into contact
with the drive gear member and hence the drive gear
member can be easily inhibited from slipping off from the
driven gear member to the second side of the drive gear
member also when the drive gear member rotates at pre-
scribed driving torque or more and slips on the outer pe-
ripheral surfaces of the support sections of the driven
gear member.
[0027] In the aforementioned display base, the driven
gear member constituting the torque limiter preferably
integrally includes stop portions for inhibiting the drive
gear member from slipping off to a first side, provided on
forward ends of the support sections of the driven gear
member, and stop sections for inhibiting the drive gear
member from slipping off to a second side, provided be-
tween the plurality of support sections of the driven gear
member, and the stop portions and the stop sections are
preferably so arranged as to hold the drive gear member
therebetween from above and below along a rotational
axis direction of the drive gear member. According to this
structure, the drive gear member can be reliably rotatably
held on the outer peripheral surfaces of the support sec-
tions of the driven gear member with the plurality of stop
portions and stop sections.
[0028] In the aforementioned display base, the driven
gear member constituting the torque limiter preferably
integrally includes seat portions for holding the spring
member, provided between the plurality of support sec-
tions of the driven gear member. According to this struc-
ture, the seat portions inhibit the spring member from
moving to the second side and hence the spring member
can be reliably arranged on the inner peripheral surfaces
of the support sections of the driven gear member.
[0029] In the aforementioned display base, the driven
gear member constituting the torque limiter preferably
integrally includes projecting portions for inhibiting the
spring member from slipping off to a first side, provided
on forward ends of the inner peripheral surfaces of the
support sections of the driven gear member. According
to this structure, the projecting portions of the driven gear
member inhibit the spring member from moving to the
first side of the spring member and hence the spring
member can be easily inhibited from slipping off from the
inner peripheral surfaces of the support sections of the
driven gear member to the first side.
[0030] In the aforementioned display base, the driven
gear member constituting the torque limiter preferably
integrally includes projecting portions for inhibiting the
spring member from slipping off to a first side, provided
on forward ends of the inner peripheral surfaces of the
support sections of the driven gear member, and seat
portions for holding the spring member, and the project-
ing portions and the seat portions are preferably so ar-
ranged as to hold the spring member therebetween from
above and below. According to this structure, the spring
member can be reliably held on the inner peripheral sur-
faces of the support sections of the driven gear member
with the plurality of projecting portions and seat portions.

[0031] In the aforementioned display base, the driven
gear member constituting the torque limiter preferably
integrally includes stop sections for inhibiting the drive
gear member from slipping off to a second side and seat
portions for holding the spring member, and a plurality
of the support sections of the driven gear member are
preferably concentrically arranged at prescribed angle
intervals, and the stop sections and the seat portions are
preferably alternately provided between the support sec-
tions. According to this structure, the driven gear member
can be integrally provided with the support sections, the
stop sections and the seat portions concentrically having
different functions respectively and hence the driven gear
member can stably arrange the drive gear member and
the spring member.
[0032] In the aforementioned display base, the driven
gear member constituting the torque limiter preferably
integrally includes a driven gear portion, and the drive
gear member integrally includes a drive gear portion. Ac-
cording to this structure, driving torque transmitted to the
drive gear member can be easily transmitted from the
driven gear member to other rotating member with the
gear portion.
[0033] The foregoing and other objects, features, as-
pects and advantages of the present invention will be-
come more apparent from the following detailed descrip-
tion of the present invention when taken in conjunction
with the accompanying drawings.

Fig. 1 is a perspective view showing an overall struc-
ture of a liquid crystal display provided with a base
including a torque limiter according to an embodi-
ment of the present invention;
Fig. 2 is an exploded perspective view of the liquid
crystal display according to the embodiment of the
present invention shown in Fig. 1;
Fig. 3 is a plan view of the base provided with the
torque limiter according to the embodiment of the
present invention shown in Fig. 1;
Fig. 4 is a perspective view for illustrating a structure
of a transmission gear portion provided with the
torque limiter according to the embodiment of the
present invention shown in Fig. 1;
Fig. 5 illustrates arrangement of gears in the trans-
mission gear portion provided with the torque limiter
according to the embodiment of the present inven-
tion shown in Fig. 1;
Fig. 6 is a plan view of the torque limiter according
to the embodiment of the present invention shown
in Fig. 1;
Fig. 7 is an exploded diagram of the torque limiter
according to the embodiment of the present inven-
tion shown in Fig. 1;
Fig. 8 is a sectional view taken along the line 200-200
in Fig. 7;
Fig. 9 is a sectional view taken along the line 300-300
in Fig. 7;
Fig. 10 is a plan view of a driven gear of the torque
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limiter according to the embodiment of the present
invention shown in Fig. 1;
Fig. 11 is a sectional view taken along the line
400-400 in Fig. 10;
Fig. 12 is a sectional view taken along the line
500-500 in Fig. 10;
Fig. 13 is a plan view of a drive gear of the torque
limiter according to the embodiment of the present
invention shown in Fig. 1; and
Figs. 14 and 15 are diagrams for illustrating a turning
operation of a display body according to the embod-
iment of the present invention shown in Fig. 1.

[0034] An embodiment of the present invention will be
hereinafter described with reference to the drawings.
[0035] A structure of a torque limiter and a base pro-
vided with the torque limiter according to the embodiment
of the present invention will be now described with ref-
erence to Figs. 1 to 13. This embodiment of the present
invention is applied to a base of a liquid crystal display,
which is an exemplary of a display.
[0036] A liquid crystal display 100 according to the em-
bodiment of the present invention comprises a display
body 10 and a base 30 capable of turning the display
body 10 in a horizontal direction (along arrows A and B)
by a prescribed angle (�30 degrees, for example) and
inclining in a vertical direction (along arrows C and D) by
a prescribed angle, as shown in Fig. 1. The display body
10 is an example of the "display screen portion" in the
present invention.
[0037] The base 30 is constituted by a display screen
support mechanism 50 supporting a display body 10, a
turning portion 31 for turning the display body 10 sup-
ported with the display screen support mechanism 50 in
the horizontal direction (along arrows A and B in Fig. 1),
and a cover member 32 made of resin, as shown in Fig.
2. As shown in Fig. 2, the turning portion 31 is rotatably
arranged inside the base 30. As shown in Fig. 3, the
inside of the base 30 is constituted by a transmission
gear portion 33 for rotating the turning portion 31 and a
stepping motor 34 employed as a driving source of the
transmission gear portion 33. As shown in Fig. 4, the
transmission gear portion 33 is constituted such that a
gear 35 made of resin, a torque limiter 60, a gear 36
made of resin and a gear 37 made of resin are arranged
in a gear box 38 made of resin. The torque limiter 60 is
constituted such that the driving force of the stepping
motor 34 is transmitted to the turning portion 31 through
the transmission gear portion 33 to turn the turning por-
tion 31 inside the base 30 when the driving force of the
stepping motor 34 is less than prescribed driving torque,
while the driving force of the stepping motor 34 is not
transmitted to the turning portion 31 when the driving
force of the stepping motor 34 is prescribed driving torque
or more. The stepping motor 34 is an example of the
"driving source" in the present invention.
[0038] According to this embodiment, the torque limiter
60 is constituted by a driven gear 61 made of resin, a

drive gear 62 made of resin and a spring member 63 (coil
spring) made of metal, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The
driven gear 61 and the drive gear 62 are examples of the
"first rotating member" and the "second rotating member"
in the present invention respectively. In the driven gear
61, a plurality of support sections 61b (eight in this em-
bodiment) concentric with a gear portion 61a and extend-
ing parallel to an axial direction of rotational axis (one-
dot chain line 600) are integrally provided with the driven
gear 61, as shown in Fig. 7. In other words, the eight
support sections 61b are provided at equal angular in-
tervals of 45 degrees. When the drive gear 62 is slid along
arrow P (upward) from below the driven gear 61, an after-
mentioned inner peripheral surface 62a of the drive gear
62 comes into contact with outer peripheral surfaces 61c
of support sections 61b of the driven gear 61 so that the
drive gear 62 can be fitted onto the driven gear 61. As
shown in Fig. 7, when the spring member 63 is press-
fitted along arrow Q (downward) from above the driven
gear 61, an outer side surface of the spring member 63
comes into contact with inner peripheral surfaces 61d of
the support sections 61b of the driven gear 61, whereby
the support sections 61b of the driven gear 61 are radially
expanded and pressed against the inner peripheral sur-
face 62a of the drive gear 62 previously fitted as shown
in Fig. 8.
[0039] According to this embodiment, stop portions
61e horizontally extending from forward ends of the sup-
port sections 61b of the driven gear 61 toward the outer
peripheral surfaces 61c of the support sections 61b are
integrally formed with the support sections 61b as shown
in Figs. 10 and 11. These stop portions 61e each have
a function of inhibiting the drive gear 62 from slipping out
from the driven gear 61 along arrow P (upward) by bring-
ing a first side surface 62c of the drive gear 62 into contact
with the stop portions 61e when fitting the drive gear 62
around the driven gear 61 as shown in Fig. 8. As shown
in Figs. 10 and 12, a plurality of (four in this embodiment)
stop sections 61f each extending slightly obliquely up-
ward and outward from the axial direction of the rotational
axis (one-dot chain line 600 in Fig. 12) between the sup-
port section 61b (see Fig. 10) and the support section
61b adjacent thereto (see Fig. 10) of the driven gear 61
are integrally provided with the driven gear 61. In other
words, the four stop sections 61f are concentrically pro-
vided at equal angular intervals of 90 degrees. These
stop sections 61f each have a function of inhibiting the
drive gear 62 from slipping off from the driven gear 61
along arrow Q (downward) by bringing a second side
surface 62d of the drive gear 62 into the stop sections
61f when the drive gear 62 is fitted onto the driven gear
61 as shown in Fig. 9. As shown in Figs. 8 and 9, the
drive gear 62 is constituted such that a position to be
rotatably fitted on the outer peripheral surfaces 61c of
the support sections 61b of the driven gear 61 is located
by the stop portions 61e (see Fig. 8) and the stop sections
61f (see Fig. 9) of the driven gear 61.
[0040] According to this embodiment, a plurality of
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(four in this embodiment) seat portions 61g each extend-
ing parallel to the axial direction of the rotational axis
(one-dot chain line 600 in Fig. 12) between the support
section 61b (see Fig. 10) and the support section 61b
adjacent thereto (see Fig. 10) of the driven gear 61 are
integrally provided with the driven gear 61, as shown in
Figs. 10 and 12. In other words, the four seat portions
61g are concentrically provided at equal angular intervals
of 90 degrees. These seat portions 61g each have a func-
tion of holding the spring member 63 and inhibiting the
spring member 63 from moving along arrow Q (down-
ward) by bringing a first side surface 63a of the spring
member 63 into contact with the seat portions 61g when
the spring member 63 is press-fitted into the driven gear
61 as shown in Fig. 9. As shown in Fig. 11, projecting
portions 61h are integrally formed with the support sec-
tions 61b so as to protruding toward the inner peripheral
surfaces 61d of the forward ends of the support sections
61b of the driven gear 61. The projecting portions 61h
each have a function of inhibiting the spring member 63
from slipping out from the driven gear 61 along arrow P
(upward) by bringing a second side surface 63b of the
spring member 63 into contact with the projecting por-
tions 61h when the spring member 63 is press-fitted into
the driven gear 61 as shown in Fig. 8. As shown in Figs.
8 and 9, the spring member 63 is so formed as to be
reliably kept in the state of being press-fitted into the inner
peripheral surfaces 61g of the support sections 61b of
the driven gear 61 with the seat portions 61g (see Fig.
9) and the projecting portions 61h (see Fig. 8) of the driv-
en gear 61. As shown in Fig. 10, the stop sections 61f
and the seat portions 61g of the driven gear 61 are pro-
vided such that each stop section 61f and each seat por-
tion 61g are alternately arranged between each support
section 61b and the support section 61b adjacent thereto.
[0041] As shown in Fig. 13, the drive gear 62 made of
resin has a hollow shape and is integrally provided with
the inner peripheral surface 62a coming into contact with
the outer peripheral surfaces 61c of the driven gear 61,
a gear portion 62b, the first side surface 62c and the
second side surface 62d.
[0042] According to this embodiment, the drive gear
62 of the torque limiter 60 is pressed against the driven
gear 61 with urging force previously set by the spring
member 63 as shown in Fig. 8, and therefore the inner
peripheral surface 62a of the drive gear 62 and the outer
peripheral surfaces 61c of the driven gear 61 slip so that
all driving torque of the drive gear 62 is not transmitted
to the driven gear 61, when driving torque, which is not
less than the frictional force between the inner peripheral
surface 62a of the drive gear 62 and the outer peripheral
surfaces 61c of the driven gear 61 following the pressure
contact force of the spring member 63, occurs with re-
spect to the drive gear 62. On the other hand, when driv-
ing torque, which is less than the frictional force between
the inner peripheral surface 62a of the drive gear 62 and
the outer peripheral surfaces 61c of the driven gear 61
following the pressure contact force of the spring member

63, occurs with respect to the drive gear 62, the inner
peripheral surface 62a of the drive gear 62 does not slip
with respect to the outer peripheral surfaces 61c of the
driven gear 61 so that the rotational frequency of the drive
gear 62 is not transmitted to the driven gear 61.
[0043] As shown in Fig. 4, a worm gear 39 made of
resin is press-fitted into the rotational axis of the stepping
motor 34. As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the gear 35 integrally
includes a major-diametral gear portion 35a and a minor-
diametral gear portion 35b. The gear 36 integrally in-
cludes a major-diametral gear portion 36a and a minor-
diametral gear portion 36b. The gear 37 integrally in-
cludes a major-diametral gear portion 37a and a minor-
diametral gear portion 37b. As shown in Figs. 3 and 4,
the turning portion 31 of the base 30 is constituted by a
circular turning plate 40 made of sheet metal and a turn-
ing gear member 41 made of resin. The turning gear
member 41 is fixed on an upper surface of the turning
plate 40 through screws 70. In Fig. 4, the gear box 38
(see Fig. 3) for arranging the transmission gear portion
33 and the stepping motor 34 therein is not shown in the
drawing in order to describe a structure of the transmis-
sion gear portion 33.
[0044] As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the worm gear 39 is
meshed with the major-diametral gear portion 35a of the
gear 35 perpendicular to the rotational axis and the minor-
diametral gear portion 35b of the gear 35 is meshed with
the gear portion 62b of the drive gear 62 of the torque
limiter 60 parallel to the rotational axis. As shown in Figs.
4 and 5, the gear portion 61a of the driven gear 61 of the
torque limiter 60 is meshed with the major-diametral gear
portion 36a of the gear 36 parallel to the rotational axis
and the minor-diametral gear portion 36b of the gear 36
is meshed with the major-diametral gear portion 37a of
the gear 37 parallel to the rotational axis. As shown in
Figs. 4 and 5, the minor-diametral gear portion 37b of
the gear 37 is meshed with the turning gear portion 41a
of the turning gear member 41 parallel to the rotational
axis. Therefore, the driving force of the stepping motor
34 is transmitted to the turning plate 40 through the worm
gear 39, the gear 35, the torque limiter 60, the gear 36,
the gear 37 and the turning gear member 41 from ar-
rangement of the aforementioned gear member shown
in Figs. 4 and 5.
[0045] The display screen support mechanism 50 is
fixed to the upper surface of the turning plate 40 of the
turning portion 31 provided in the base 30 through the
four screws 70 as shown in Fig. 2, for rendering the dis-
play body 10 rotatable in the vertical direction (along ar-
rows C and D) with respect to the base 30 while support-
ing the display body 10 in a state inclined in the vertical
direction (along arrows C and D) by a prescribed angle
with respect to the base 30, as shown in Fig. 1.
[0046] As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the display screen
support mechanism 50 is constituted by a display screen
support member 51 made of sheet metal, a pair of vertical
support members 52, plate like support shafts 53 of sheet
metal, stop members 54 of sheet metal, disc springs 55
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of metal (four disc springs in this embodiment), pressure-
contact plates 56 and 57 of sheet metal and plate mem-
bers 58 coming into contact with the disk springs 55 of
metal, and the display screen support member 51 is
mounted on the pair of vertical support members 52 so
as to be rotatable at prescribed torque or more.
[0047] The display screen support member 51 made
of sheet metal integrally includes a display body mount-
ing portion 51a and a pair of rotating portions 51b as
shown in Fig. 2. The display body mounting portion 51a
of the display screen support member 51 is provided with
four screw receiving holes 51c. The pair of rotating por-
tions 51b of the display screen support member 51 are
so provided as to extend from both side ends of the dis-
play body mounting portion 51a in a vertical direction with
respect to a surface of the display body mounting portion
51a respectively.
[0048] The pair of vertical support members 52 include
rotating member mounting portions 52a and rotating por-
tion mounting portion 52b respectively, as shown in Figs.
2 and 3. The rotating member mounting portions 52a of
the vertical support members 52 are provided with four
screw receiving holes 52c (see Fig. 3). The rotating por-
tion mounting portion 52b of the vertical support mem-
bers 52 are so provided as to upwardly extend in a vertical
direction with respect to surfaces of the rotating member
mounting portions 52a from first ends of the rotating
member mounting portions 52a.
[0049] As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the display body 10
is constituted by a front cabinet 11 made of resin and a
rear cabinet 12 made of resin. A liquid crystal module
(not shown) mounted with a liquid crystal panel (not
shown) is so formed inside the display body 10 as to be
surrounded by the front cabinet 11 and the rear cabinet
12. The display body 10 is mounted on the display screen
support member 51 by fastening the screws 70 to screw
mounting holes (not shown) through the screw receiving
holes 51a of the display screen support member 51. The
rear cabinet 12 is integrally provided with a notch 12a for
arranging the display screen support member 51 in a
concealed manner. A plurality of screw receiving holes
12b (seven portions in this embodiment) are provide on
outer peripheral portion of the rear cabinet 12 so that the
rear cabinet 12 is mounted on the front cabinet 11 through
screws 80. As shown in Fig. 2, a rectangular recess por-
tion 12d is formed in the side surface portion 12c of the
rear cabinet 12 and is formed with a plurality of through-
holes 12e. The plurality of through-holes 12e is provided
for connecting cables from AV terminals (not shown) con-
nected to control boards (not shown) for controlling the
liquid crystal module to an external apparatus of the dis-
play body 10.
[0050] A cover member 32 made of resin is mounted
on an upper portion of the base 30, as shown in Fig. 2.
The cover member 32 made of resin is provided with a
notch 32a for rotatably arranging the display screen sup-
port mechanism 50.
[0051] A horizontal turning operation of the base pro-

vided with the torque limiter according to this embodiment
will be now described with reference to Figs. 1, 3, 4, 14
and 15.
[0052] As shown in Fig. 3, a user presses an auto-turn
button (not shown) of an attached remote control (not
shown) in a state where the display screen support mem-
ber 51 is directed forward (state where a central portion
of the turning gear portion 41a of the turning gear member
41 is meshed with the minor-diametral gear portion 37b
of the gear 37), whereby a signal turning the display body
10 (see Fig. 1) in a horizontal direction (along arrow A in
Fig. 1) is transmitted to a control circuit portion (not
shown) of the display body 10. The stepping motor 34 of
the base 30 is driven in the basis of this signal. More
specifically, the worm gear 39 mounted on the stepping
motor 34 rotates along arrow E1 (see Fig. 4) following
the drive of the stepping motor 34 and the drive gear 62
of the torque limiter 60 rotates along arrow E3 through
the gear 35, as shown in Fig. 3. The driven gear 61 of
the torque limiter 60 rotates along arrow E3 and the turn-
ing gear member 41 rotates along arrow E6 through the
gear 36 and the gear 37. Thus, the turning portion 31
mounted with the display screen support member 51 start
turning along arrow G1 as shown in Fig. 14 and hence
the display body 10 (see Fig. 1) starts turning along arrow
A (see Fig. 1).
[0053] As shown in Fig. 14, the turning portion 31
placed with the display body 10 continuously turns along
arrow A (see Fig. 1) at a prescribed rotational speed.
[0054] When the display body 10 is turned by an angle
desired by the user, the user releases the press of the
auto-turn button (not shown) of the attached remote con-
trol (not shown), whereby the signal turning the display
body 10 (see Fig. 1) in the horizontal direction (along
arrow A in Fig. 1) is not transmitted to the control circuit
portion (not shown) of the display body 10. Therefore,
the drive of the stepping motor 34 is stopped. Thus, the
turning portion 31 stops the turn along arrow G1 at a
position shown in Fig. 14 and stands still.
[0055] In a state where the user continues the turning
operation of the display body 10 (see Fig. 1) along arrow
A (see Fig. 1), when the turning angle of the turning por-
tion 31 is maximum, the turning plate 40 comes into con-
tact with a stopper member (not shown) provided inside
the turning portion 31 to regulate the turning operation.
Therefore, the turning portion 31 stops the turn along
arrow G1 at a position shown in Fig. 15 and stands still.
At this time, the stepping motor 34 continuously drives
and hence driving torque transmitted from the stepping
motor 34 is transmitted to the drive gear 62 of the torque
limiter 60 through the worm gear 39 and the gear 35.
[0056] According to this embodiment, the drive gear
62 is pressed against the driven gear 61 with the urging
force previously set by the spring member 63, and there-
fore the inner peripheral surface 62a of the drive gear 62
and the outer peripheral surfaces 61c of the driven gear
61 slip so that the driving torque of the drive gear 62 is
not transmitted to the driven gear 61, when driving torque,
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which is not less than the frictional force between the
inner peripheral surface 62a of the drive gear 62 and the
outer peripheral surfaces 61c of the driven gear 61 fol-
lowing the pressure contact force of the spring member
63, occurs with respect to the drive gear 62. In other
words, the driven gear 61 stops rotation regardless of
the rotation of the drive gear 62. The driving torque is not
transmitted to the driven gear 61, the gear 36, the gear
37 and the turning gear member 41 following the drive
gear 62 of the torque limiter 60.
[0057] While the turning portion 31 is turned along ar-
row G1 shown in Fig. 14 in the description of the afore-
mentioned turning operation, the torque limiter 60 turns
the turning portion 31 along arrow H1 by rotational oper-
ation (torque control) similar to the aforementioned rota-
tional operation and the display body 10 (see Fig. 1) is
turned along arrow B (see Fig. 1) also at the time of a
turning operation along arrow H1 opposite to arrow G1.
[0058] According to this embodiment, as hereinabove
described, the transmission gear portion 33 includes the
torque limiter 60 constituted by three members of the
driven gear 61 integrally provided with the eight support
sections 61b formed concentrically with the rotational ax-
is at equal angular intervals of 45 degrees, the drive gear
62 fitted onto the outer peripheral surfaces 61c of the
support sections 61b of the driven gear 61, and the spring
member 63 press-fitted into the inner peripheral surfaces
61d of the support sections 61b of the driven gear 61 and
pressing the support sections 61b against the drive gear
62, whereby the driving torque responsive to the pressure
contact force by the spring member 63 can be transmitted
from the drive gear 62 to the driven gear 61 while bringing
the outer peripheral surfaces 61c of the support sections
61b of the driven gear 61 and the inner peripheral surface
62a of the drive gear 62 into direct surface contact with
each other. Thus, the number of components can be in-
hibited from increase dissimilarly to a structure including
a transmission gear portion having a torque limiter inter-
posing a plurality of friction discs or a plurality of steel
balls in addition to gear members such as a drive gear
and a driven gear.
[0059] According to this embodiment, the spring mem-
ber 63 is an annular coil spring and is so formed as to
press-fitted into the inner peripheral surfaces 61d of the
support sections 61b of the driven gear 61 in a state
where the diameter of the coil is contracted from an un-
loaded state, whereby pressing force for expanding the
support sections 61b of the driven gear 61 outward can
be easily obtained through restoring force (elastic ener-
gy) restoring the shape of the spring from a state where
the coil spring (spring member 63) is press-fitted into the
inner peripheral surfaces 61d of the support sections 61b
of the driven gear 61 into the unloaded state.
[0060] According to this embodiment, the forward ends
of the support sections 61b of the driven gear 61 integrally
include the stop portions 61e for inhibiting the drive gear
62 from slipping out along arrow P (see Fig. 7), whereby
the stop portions 61e of the driven gear 61 come into

contact with the first side surface 62c of the drive gear
62 and hence the drive gear 62 can be easily inhibited
from slipping off from the driven gear 61 along arrow P
(see Fig. 8) also when the drive gear 62 rotates at pre-
scribed driving torque or more and slips on the outer pe-
ripheral surfaces 61c of the support sections 61b of the
driven gear 61.
[0061] According to this embodiment, the driven gear
61 integrally include the stop sections 61f for inhibiting
the drive gear 62 from slipping off along arrow Q (see
Fig. 7), between the plurality of support sections 61b of
the driven gear 61, whereby the stop sections 61f of the
driven gear 61 come into contact with the second side
surface 62d of the drive gear 62 and hence the drive gear
62 can be easily inhibited from slipping off from the driven
gear 61 along arrow Q (see Fig. 9) also when the drive
gear 62 rotates at prescribed driving torque or more and
slips on the outer peripheral surfaces 61c of the support
sections 61b of the driven gear 61.
[0062] According to this embodiment, the stop portions
61e and the stop sections 61f are so arranged as to hold
the drive gear 62 therebetween from above and below
along the rotational axial direction (one-dot chain line 600
in Fig. 12) of the drive gear 62, whereby the drive gear
62 can be reliably rotatably held on the outer peripheral
surfaces 61c of the support sections 61b of the driven
gear 61 with the plurality of stop portions 61e and stop
sections 61f.
[0063] According to this embodiment, the driven gear
61 integrally includes the seat portions 61g for holding
the spring member 63, between the plurality of support
sections 61b of the driven gear 61, whereby the seat
portions 61g inhibit the spring member 63 from moving
along arrow Q (see Fig. 9) and hence the spring member
63 can be reliably arranged on the inner peripheral sur-
faces 61d of the support sections 61b of the driven gear
61.
[0064] According to this embodiment, the driven gear
61 integrally includes the projecting portions 61h for in-
hibiting the spring member 63 from slipping off along ar-
row P (see Fig. 7), on the forward ends of the inner pe-
ripheral surfaces 61d of the support sections 61b of the
driven gear 61, whereby the projecting portions 61h of
the driven gear 61 inhibit the spring member 63 from
moving along arrow P (see Fig. 8) and hence the spring
member 63 can be easily inhibited from slipping off from
the inner peripheral surfaces 61d of the support sections
61b of the driven gear 61 along arrow P (see Fig. 8).
[0065] According to this embodiment, the projecting
portions 61h and the seat portions 61g are so arranged
as to hold the spring member 63 therebetween from
above and below, whereby the spring member 63 can
be reliably held on the inner peripheral surfaces 61d of
the support sections 61b of the driven gear 61 with the
plurality of projecting portions 61h and seat portions 61g.
[0066] According to this embodiment, the eight support
sections 61b of the driven gear 61 are concentrically ar-
ranged at equal angular intervals of 45 degrees and each
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stop section 61f and each seat portion 61g (four each)
are alternately provided between the support sections
61b, whereby the driven gear 61 is integrally provided
with the support sections 61b, the stop sections 61f and
the seat portions 61g concentrically having different func-
tions respectively and hence the driven gear 61 can sta-
bly arrange the drive gear 62 and the spring member 63.
[0067] Although the present invention has been de-
scribed and illustrated in detail, it is clearly understood
that the same is by way of illustration and example only
and is not to be taken by way of limitation, the spirit and
scope of the present invention being limited only by the
terms of the appended claims as interpreted by the de-
scription and drawings.
[0068] For example, while the aforementioned embod-
iment of the present invention is applied to the base of
the liquid crystal display employed as an exemplary dis-
play, the present invention is not restricted to this but is
also applicable to a display base having a display screen
(display panel) other than the liquid crystal panel such
as an organic EL panel.
[0069] While the eight support sections 61b of the driv-
en gear 61 are provided at equal angular intervals of 45
degrees in the aforementioned embodiment, the present
invention is not restricted to this but the support sections
61b of the driven gear 61 may not be alternatively at equal
angular intervals of 45 degrees, or the number of the
support sections 61b may be alternatively other than
eight.
[0070] While the four stop sections 61f, the four seat
portions 61g and the four projecting portions 61h of the
driven gear 61 are provided at equal angular intervals
respectively in the aforementioned embodiment, the
present invention is not restricted to this but the stop sec-
tions 61f, the seat portions 61g and the projecting por-
tions 61h may not be alternatively provided at equal an-
gular intervals respectively, or the respective numbers
of the stop sections 61f, the seat portions 61g and the
projecting portions 61h may be alternatively other than
four.
[0071] While the plurality of gear members constituting
the transmission gear portion 33 are made of resin in the
aforementioned embodiment, the present invention is not
restricted to this but the transmission gear portion may
be alternatively constituted by gear members made of
metal other than the gear members made of resin, for
example.

Claims

1. A torque limiter comprising:

a first rotating member (61) integrally provided
with a plurality of support sections (61b) formed
concentrically with a rotational axis;
a second rotating member (62) fitted onto outer
peripheral surfaces (61c) of said support sec-

tions of said first rotating member; and
a spring member (63) pressing said support sec-
tions against said second rotating/member by
being press-fitted into inner peripheral surfaces
(61d) of said support sections of said first rotat-
ing member;
characterised in that:

said first rotating member integrally in-
cludes seat portions (61g) for holding said
spring member, provided between said plu-
rality of support sections of said first rotating
member wherein said seat portions are re-
spectively provided apart from said plurality
of support sections.

2. The torque limiter according to claim 1, wherein said
spring member is an annular coil spring, and said
spring member is press-fitted into said inner periph-
eral surfaces of said support sections of said first
rotating member in a state where the diameter of a
coil is contracted from an unloaded state.

3. The torque limiter according to claim 1, wherein for-
ward ends of said support sections of said first ro-
tating member integrally include stop portions (61e)
for inhibiting said second rotating member from slip-
ping off to a first side.

4. The torque limiter according to claim 1, wherein said
first rotating member integrally includes stop sec-
tions (61f) for inhibiting said second rotating member
from slipping off to a second side, provided between
said plurality of support seconds of said first rotating
member.

5. The torque limiter according to claim 1, wherein said
first rotating member integrally includes stop por-
tions for inhibiting said second rotating member from
slipping off to a first side, provided on forward ends
of said support sections of said first rotating member,
and stop sections for inhibiting said second rotating
member from slipping off to a second side, provided
between said plurality of support seconds of said first
rotating member, and
said stop portions and said stop sections are so ar-
ranged as to hold said second rotating member ther-
ebetween from above and below along a rotational
axis direction of said second rotating member.

6. The torque limiter according to claim 1, wherein said
first rotating member integrally includes projecting
portions (61h) for inhibiting said spring member from
slipping off to a first side, provided on forward ends
of said inner peripheral surface of said support sec-
tions of said first rotating member.

7. The torque limiter according to claim 1, wherein said
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first rotating member integrally includes projecting
portions for inhibiting said spring member from slip-
ping off to a first side, provided on forward ends of
said inner peripheral surfaces of said support sec-
tions of said first rotating member, and seat portions
for holding said spring member, and
said projecting portions and said seat portions are
so arranged as to hold said spring member therebe-
tween from above and below.

8. The torque limiter according to claim 1, wherein said
first rotating member integrally includes stop sec-
tions for inhibiting said second rotating member from
slipping off to a second side and seat portions for
holding said spring member, and
a plurality of said support sections of said first rotating
member are concentrically arranged at prescribed
angle intervals, and said stop sections and said seat
portions are alternatively provided between said
support sections.

9. The torque limiter according to claim 1, wherein
said first rotating member integrally includes a driven
gear portion (61a), and said second rotating member
integrally includes a drive gear portion (62b).

10. A display base comprising:

a driving source (34) turning a display screen
portion (10); and
a transmission gear portion (33) for transmitting
driving force of said driving source to a turning
portion (31), wherein
said transmission gear portion includes a torque
limiter (60) according to any one of the preceding
claims.

Patentansprüche

1. Drehmomentbegrenzer, der Folgendes umfasst:

ein erstes rotierendes Element (61), das ein-
stückig mit einer Vielzahl an Trägerabschnitten
(61 b) bereitgestellt ist, die in Bezug auf eine
Rotationsachse konzentrisch ausgebildet sind;
ein zweites rotierendes Element (62), das an Au-
ßenumfangsoberflächen (61 c) der Trägerab-
schnitte des ersten rotierenden Elements befe-
stigt ist; und
ein Federelement (63), das die Trägerabschnit-
te gegen das zweite rotierende Element drük-
ken, indem es in die Innenumfangsoberflächen
(61d) der Trägerabschnitte des ersten rotieren-
den Elements eingepresst ist;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:

das erste rotierende Element einstückig mit

diesem ausgebildete Sitzabschnitte (61g)
zum Halten des Federelements umfasst,
die zwischen der Vielzahl an Trägerab-
schnitten des ersten rotierenden Elements
bereitgestellt sind, wobei die Sitzabschnitte
jeweils von der Vielzahl an Trägerabschnit-
ten beabstandet bereitgestellt sind.

2. Drehmomentbegrenzer nach Anspruch 1, worin das
Federelement eine ringförmige Schraubenfeder ist
und das Federelement in die Innenumfangsoberflä-
chen der Trägerabschnitte des ersten rotierenden
Elements in einem Zustand, in dem der Durchmes-
ser der Schraube aus einem unbelasteten Zustand
zusammengezogen ist, eingepresst sind.

3. Drehmomentbegrenzer nach Anspruch 1, worin vor-
dere Enden der Trägerabschnitte des ersten rotie-
renden Elements einstückig mit diesen ausgebildete
Anschlagteile (61e) umfassen, um zu verhindern,
dass das zweite rotierende Element auf eine erste
Seite abrutscht.

4. Drehmomentbegrenzer nach Anspruch 1, worin das
erste rotierende Element einstückig mit diesem aus-
gebildete Anschlagabschnitte (61f) umfasst, um zu
verhindern, dass das zweite rotierende Element auf
eine zweite Seite abrutscht, wobei die Anschlagab-
schnitte (61f) zwischen der Vielzahl an Trägerab-
schnitten des ersten rotierenden Elements bereitge-
stellt sind.

5. Drehmomentbegrenzer nach Anspruch 1, worin das
erste rotierende Element einstückig mit diesem aus-
gebildete Anschlagteile umfasst, um zu verhindern,
dass das zweite rotierende Element auf eine erste
Seite abrutscht, wobei diese an vorderen Enden der
Trägerabschnitte des ersten rotierenden Elements
bereitgestellt sind, und Anschlagabschnitte umfasst,
um zu verhindern, dass das zweite rotierende Ele-
ment auf eine zweite Seite abrutscht, wobei diese
zwischen der Vielzahl an Trägerabschnitten des er-
sten rotierenden Elements bereitgestellt sind, und
wobei die Anschlagteile und die Anschlagabschnitte
so angeordnet sind, dass sie das zweite rotierende
Element von oben und unten entlang der Rotations-
achsenrichtung des zweiten rotierenden Elements
zwischen einander halten.

6. Drehmomentbegrenzer nach Anspruch 1, worin das
erste rotierende Element einstückig mit diesem aus-
gebildete vorstehende Teile (61h) umfasst, um zu
verhindern, dass das Federelement auf eine erste
Seite abrutscht, wobei diese an vorderen Enden der
Innenumfangsoberfläche der Trägerabschnitte des
ersten rotierenden Elements bereitgestellt sind.

7. Drehmomentbegrenzer nach Anspruch 1, worin das
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erste rotierende Element einstückig mit diesem aus-
gebildete vorstehende Teile umfasst, um zu verhin-
dern, dass das Federelement auf eine erste Seite
abrutscht, wobei diese an vorderen Enden der In-
nenumfangsoberfläche der Trägerabschnitte des er-
sten rotierenden Elements bereitgestellt sind, und
Sitzabschnitte zum Halten des Federelements um-
fasst, und worin die vorstehenden Teile und die Sitz-
abschnitte so angeordnet sind, dass sie das Feder-
element von oben und unten zwischen einander hal-
ten.

8. Drehmomentbegrenzer nach Anspruch 1, worin das
erste rotierende Element einstückig mit diesem aus-
gebildete Anschlagabschnitte umfasst, um zu ver-
hindern, dass das zweite rotierende Element auf ei-
ne zweite Seite abrutscht, und Sitzabschnitte zum
Halten des Federelements umfasst, und worin eine
Vielzahl an Trägerabschnitten des ersten rotieren-
den Elements in vorbestimmten Winkelabständen
konzentrisch angeordnet sind und die Anschlagab-
schnitte und die Sitzabschnitte abwechselnd zwi-
schen den Trägerabschnitten bereitgestellt sind.

9. Drehmomentbegrenzer nach Anspruch 1, worin
das erste rotierende Element einen einstückig damit
ausgebildeten Abtriebszahnradabschnitt (61a) um-
fasst und das zweite rotierende Element einen ein-
stückig mit diesem ausgebildeten Antriebszahnrad-
abschnitt (62b) umfasst.

10. Anzeigensockel, der Folgendes umfasst:

eine Antriebsquelle (34) zum Drehen eines Bild-
schirmteils (10) und
einen Übersetzungsgetriebeteil (33), um die An-
triebskraft der Antriebsquelle auf einen drehba-
ren Abschnitt (31) zu übertragen, worin
der Übersetzungsgetriebeteil einen Drehmo-
mentbegrenzer (60) nach einem der vorange-
gangenen Ansprüche umfasst.

Revendications

1. Limiteur de couple comprenant :

un premier élément rotatif (61) prévu de manière
solidaire avec une pluralité de sections de sup-
port (61b) formées de manière concentrique
avec un axe de rotation ;
un deuxième élément rotatif (62) monté sur des
surfaces périphériques externes (61c) desdites
sections de support dudit premier élément
rotatif ; et
un élément de ressort (63) comprimant lesdites
sections de support contre ledit deuxième élé-
ment rotatif en étant ajusté avec serrage dans

les surfaces périphériques externes (61d) des-
dites sections de support dudit premier élément
rotatif ;
caractérisé en ce que :

ledit premier élément rotatif comprend, de
manière solidaire, des parties de siège
(61g) pour maintenir ledit élément de res-
sort, prévues entre ladite pluralité de sec-
tions de support dudit premier élément ro-
tatif dans lequel lesdites parties de siège
sont respectivement prévues à distance de
ladite pluralité de sections de support.

2. Limiteur de couple selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel ledit élément de ressort est un ressort hélicoï-
dal annulaire, et ledit élément de ressort est ajusté
avec serrage dans lesdites surfaces périphériques
internes desdites sections de support dudit premier
élément rotatif dans un état dans lequel le diamètre
d’une bobine est contracté à partir d’un état non char-
gé.

3. Limiteur de couple selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel les extrémités avant desdites sections de sup-
port dudit premier élément rotatif comprennent de
manière solidaire des parties de butée (61e) pour
empêcher ledit deuxième élément rotatif de sortir en
coulissant d’un premier côté.

4. Limiteur de couple selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel ledit premier élément rotatif comprend de ma-
nière solidaire des sections de butée (61f) pour em-
pêcher ledit deuxième élément rotatif de sortir en
coulissant d’un deuxième côté, prévues entre ladite
pluralité de sections de support dudit premier élé-
ment rotatif.

5. Limiteur de couple selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel ledit premier élément rotatif comprend de ma-
nière solidaire des parties de butée pour empêcher
ledit deuxième élément rotatif de sortir en coulissant
d’un premier côté, prévues sur les extrémités avant
desdites sections de support dudit premier élément
rotatif, et des sections de butée pour empêcher ledit
deuxième élément rotatif de sortir en coulissant d’un
deuxième côté, prévues entre ladite pluralité de sec-
tion de support dudit premier élément rotatif, et
lesdites parties de butée et lesdites sections de bu-
tée sont agencées afin de maintenir ledit deuxième
élément rotatif entre elles, à partir de dessus et de
dessous, le long d’une direction d’axe de rotation
dudit deuxième élément rotatif.

6. Limiteur de couple selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel ledit premier élément rotatif comprend de ma-
nière solidaire des parties en saillie (61h) pour em-
pêcher ledit élément de ressort de sortir en coulis-
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sant d’un premier côté, prévues sur les extrémités
avant de ladite surface périphérique interne desdites
sections de support dudit premier élément rotatif.

7. Limiteur de couple selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel :

ledit premier élément rotatif comprend de ma-
nière solidaire des parties en saillie pour empê-
cher ledit élément de ressort de sortir en coulis-
sant d’un premier côté, prévues sur les extrémi-
tés avant desdites surfaces périphériques inter-
nes desdites sections de support desdits pre-
miers éléments rotatifs, et des parties de siège
pour maintenir ledit élément de ressort, et
lesdites parties en saillie et lesdites parties de
ressort sont agencées afin de maintenir ledit élé-
ment de ressort entre elles à partir de dessus et
de dessous.

8. Limiteur de couple selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel ledit premier élément rotatif comprend de ma-
nière solidaire des sections de butée pour empêcher
ledit deuxième élément de rotation de sortir en cou-
lissant d’un deuxième côté et des parties de siège
pour maintenir ledit élément de ressort, et
une pluralité desdites sections de support dudit pre-
mier élément rotatif est agencée de manière con-
centrique à des intervalles angulaires prédétermi-
nés, et lesdites sections de butée et lesdites parties
de siège sont prévues en variante entre lesdites sec-
tions de support.

9. Limiteur de couple selon la revendication 1, dans
lequel ledit premier élément rotatif comprend de ma-
nière solidaire une partie d’engrenage entraînée
(61a), et ledit deuxième élément rotatif comprend de
manière solidaire une partie d’engrenage d’entraî-
nement (62b).

10. Base d’écran comprenant :

une source d’entraînement (34) faisant tourner
une partie d’écran d’affichage (10) ; et
une partie d’engrenage de transmission (33)
pour transmettre la force d’entraînement de la-
dite source d’entraînement à une partie de ro-
tation (31), dans laquelle :

ladite partie d’engrenage de transmission
comprend un limiteur de couple (60) selon
l’une quelconque des revendications précé-
dentes.
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